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RESERVOIR CHARACTERIZATION OF THE WILCZE FIELD, FORE-SUDETIC MONOCLINE, WESTERN POLAND’ 
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AHS’IXACI 

The Permian Zechrtein l+rmation of the fore-Sudetic munuctinc 
of western Poiand is characterized by rapid taLErat lacks changes 
from d”lomite t” anhydrilr UT halilc. The sharp vctocity contrast 
related to these facies chilnges causes disruption of seismic horizons 
within both Lhc Zcchrtein reservoir and the underlying Rdiegendes 
rcscivoir. Conventional seistnic inteipretatiun showed a thrcc~way 
st~ctura~Iy closed antichat field, with questionable chsure in Lllc 
fourth direction. A resemuir characterization study was underiaken 
to detemine the ccservoir limils and 10 consider the posshlllty of ~7 
combined structural and stratigraphic trapping mechanism. 

Seismic inversion was used to define the facirs buundxies within 
the study area. Accurate modelling uf the positiun and vclocily 01 
the salt facies resulted in a substantially different inlerprclalion of 
Lhr trapping mechanism and the field limits. The apparent faults in 
he seismic were hcalcd and neither reservoir was found 03 be strw~ 
rurally closed. The reservoir characteriratim study has simplilied 
the stnxt~ral interpreratiun of huth rrservuiri in Ihe ficld while come 
plicadng the stratigraphic interpretation of the Zechstein rescr~ui~. 
Both re6e~oirs arc intcrprctcd to be substantially more extensive 
than previously mapped and a possible extension of the neighbow 
ing Kargowa Ficid has nlso been identified. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Polish Oil and Gas Company (POGC) was uncertain 
of the extent and reserves of the Wilcre Field and wished to 
reexamine mapping of the field prior to determining whether 
to put it on production (Figure I). 

The reservoir characterisation study had four objectives: 
I) determine the field limits; 2) estimate the reserves in place; 
3) train ten Polish geoscientists in the study methods; and 
4) provide recommendations for future field development. 

The project scope included poststack inversion processing 
and analysis of 50 km of seismic data and analysis of full log 
suites from six wells (Figure 2). The study produced a 

simplified structural interpretation but a more complex strati- 
graphic interpretation. The seismic inversion has removed 
substantial velocity distortions from the data, resulting in a sig- 
nificant increase in interpreted closure and estimated reserves. 

RE(:IONAI. Geo~ow 

The Wilcre Field is located in the fore-Sudctic monocline 
of western Poland. The northeast-dipping fore-Sudetic mono- 
cline area contains numerous oil and gas fields producing from 
Permian reservoirs. Gas production at Wilcx is obtained from 
the main dolomite of the Upper Permian Zechstein Formation 
and the underlying Lower Permian Rotliegendes sandstone. A 
gentle anticlinal structure oriented approximately NW-SE was 
originally interpreted as forming the trap for both units. This 
paper will demonstrate that the trapping mechanism is more 
likely a stratigraphic pinch-out. Figure 3 presents a diagra- 
matic NW-SE cross-section of the Rotliegendes and Zechstein 
sections in the Wilcze area. Note the subdivision of the main 
dolomite into upper and lower units. 

The main dolomite in the Wilcze area varies extremely in 
thickness, from a minimum of 36 m in the W2 well to a max- 
imum of 160 m in the W7 well. No detailed lithologic 
description of the main dolomite in the field was provided: 
however, the unit is described in moderate detail from core 
of the Kargowa-7 well, a few kilometres to the northwest. 
Lithologic features such as the prcscncc of oncolites. algal 
laminations, pellets in dolomite, accessory anhydrite and salt 
suggest a shallow subtidal dcpositional environment. 

An erosional surtace caps the basal 30 m of the cored section 
at the Kargowa-7 well, suggesting subaerial exposure, probably 
under supratidal conditions. Porosity types include cavities left 
by solution of oncolites, fractures and intercrystalline. Salt 
and anhydrite frequently occlude the original porosity. 
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MAF OF POL.LvD SHOUWG LcJcAT,0N OF FEGlONAL PETROLE”M 
COMPAXES. REmiERIES Mm PETROLE”M “ES-CH CENTERS 

E\ptmrions: 

by w. Gorecki 

1. Bomdarirr of *c main rec:oic Lmirr; ? Tcirrc,r’c-Tornquirr 
lec!onic line; 3 ne border bcrwcen folded and oon-f0ld.d “ark- 
cider; 4 Com~entiand actiiityboundary ol a rc&nal Eqdoratiod 
/Drdtin_e Comp2nnicr; 5 Eqloralion/DriUinp Cornpanics; 6. Geophy- 
sical Compmicr; 7. Productioo Camptier; 8. Gas Diuibution Com- 
pa&r; 9. Rahxrier; 10. CM 2d gas Gel& described in the study. 

Fig. 1. Location of Wilcze study area. western Poland, 

Consequently, we believe that extreme variations in the main a physical disconformity may exist between the upper thin 
dolomite thickness between wells is due to facies variations and the lower thick main dolomite sections. 
and not, as previously thought, abrupt thickening of the The Rotliegendes sandstone in the field area is believed to 
dolomite unit basinward of a shelf edge. The major facies be an overbank deposit of a fluvial system. This agrees well 
change is from dolomite to anhydrite. The implication is that with regional interpretation that places the Wilcre area in a 
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Fig. 2. Field outlines, well and seismic location*. 

continental setting during Late Lower Permian time (Ziegler, 
1975; Ziegler, 1975; Polorski, 1976). At Wilcze, the sand- 
stone is overlain by a thin limestone, suggesting a rapid ini- 
tial incursion of fresh water at the beginning of Upper 
Permian Zechstein time. It is worth noting that this limestone 
may have served to protect the Rotliegendes sand from being 
saturated by fluids of the overlying Zechstein evaporites. 

Lithologic information was obtained from thin sections. The 
Rotliegendes unit is a poorly sorted quartz sand containing 
minor amounts of chat, rock fragments and feldspars. Calcite, 
dolomite and anhydrite are variously present as cement. 
Significant amounts of dehital and authigenic clay matrix are 
also present. Maximum penetration of the Rotliegendes in the 
study area is I25 m. Although there are some similarities, 
well-by-well log correlations of the sand sequence are neither 
obvious nor convincing. This suggests that a high degree of 
facies variation is likely present in the Rotliegendes section. 

Calcite, dolomite and anhydrite phases of cementation and 
the presence of clay minerals have served to reduce original 
porosity and permeability to low levels for a sandstone reser- 
voir (Geupp, 1993). As was the case for the main dolomite, 
effective porosity observed in thin section is considerably 
less than that measured from core. 

Reservoir continuity in the Rotliegendes is good, with gas 
production being obtained from the W2, W4, W5 and W6 wells. 
Porosity development in all of these wells has the greatest conti- 
nuity at the top of the section, suggesting a continuity of either 
lithologic or diagenetic facies that is not otherwise apparent. 

The lithologic character of the Wilcze Rotliegendes sands 
suggests a high susceptibility to reservoir damage by drilling 
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Fig. 3. Schematic cross-section and stratigraphic nomenclature. The 
~~symbol indicates Seismic reflector. 

and/or completion kluids. This damage is confirmed by engi- 
neering pressure versus time plots which show a rapid pres- 
sure buildup, indicating extreme skin damage near the bore- 
hole. A partial solution to this type of problem would be to 
set casing at the base of the Zechstein and drill out the 
Rotliegendes with air. This possibility should be studied in 
greater detail prior to additional drilling. 

Fter.o DESCRIPTION 

The field was previously interpreted as consisting of two 
stacked structurally trapped gas reservoirs. The overall strut- 
ture was mapped as a low relief NW-SE-trending anticlinal 
feature with limited vertical closure, partially bounded by 
faults. The field contains hydrocarbons in both reservoirs 
(Dabrowska-Zurawik and Crekanski, 1990). 

The cross-section shown in Figure 3 is a schematic repre- 
sentation of the constitution and the areal distribution of the 
Zechstein main dolomite in the study area. Gas is present in 
the upper main dolomite at Wilcze. The unit is overlain by 
silt and underlain by anhydrite and varies from 33.5 to 42.5 
m thick. The Wilcze-4 well at the northwest end of the pool 
found the upper main dolomite absent and the anhydrite unit 
underlying it replaced by the lower main dolomite unit. At 
Wilcre-4 the lower main dolomite is 143.5 m thick. 
Hydraulic connection between the gas-bearing lower main 
dolomite of the W-4 well and the other wells in the Wilcze 
pool has not been established. At Kargowa-7 production is 
obtained from both the highly porous upper main dolomite 
and the lower main dolomite unit. The reservoir at Wilcre 
was originally mapped as having an average thickness of 
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11.5 m of 3.8% porosity over 11.7 squnre kilometres. The some hulting within the reservoir interval. Figure 4 presents 
main dolomite is approximately 2000 m below sea level. The a portion of line TO50 which traverses the apparent structural 
reservoir contains gas composed of 33% hydrocarbons, 66% crest of both fields and connects five of the study wells. The 
nitrogen and small amounts of hydrogen sulphide and carbon time separation between the two fields is visible near shot- 
dioxide. The water saturation is 35%~. point 260, between the Kargowa-7 and Wilcre-4 wells. 

The lower reservoir at Wilcze is in sandstones of the 

Lower Permian Rotliegendes Formation. The field was origi- 
nally mapped with an average reservoir thickness of 7.2 m of 
13.4% porosity over 7.6 square kilometres at a depth of 2400 
m below sea level. Gas in the lower reservoir is composed of 
29% hydrocarbons. 71% nitrogen and minor amounts of acid 
gases. The water saturation is 34%. Both the Zechstein 
dolomitcs and the Rotliegendes sandstones are widely spread 
reservoirs in western and northern Poland, Germany, 
Holland and the North Sea. The Kargowa Field, northwest of 
Wilcze. also contains gas in these Permian reservoirs. 

CONVENTIONAL SEISMIC INTEWI’K~~A~IION 

The Zl seismic retlector originating from near the top of 
the Lower Permian Rotliegendes sandstone is shown in blue. 
The top of the Zechstein main dolomite reservoir, originally 
interpreted as the 22 seismic reflector, is shown in green 
colour. The 23 seismic reflector originating from the top of 
the 23 anhydrite is shown in blue. The previously interpreted 
depth structure maps of the Zl and 22 reflectors are illus- 
trated in Figures 5 and 6. 

The seismic inversion process was performed following 
the Seislog method as described by Lindseth (1979). The 
inverted seismic disolavs are created in a three-steo orocess: 

Interpretation of conventional seismic displays shows a 
time low separating the Wilcze and Kargowa Fields and 

, 1 . 
I. The seismic traces are inverted using a relatively 

straightforward recursive mathematical operation, which 

Fig. 4. P0nion of line To50 “1190 running NW-SE. conventional seismic display. 
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Fig. 5. Zechstein main dolomite depth structure (POGC) (22 ;‘). 
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converts seismic reflection samples to the velocity domain of 
sonic logs. An inverted seismic trace at a well tic should very 
closely match the sonic log, if the sonic is filtered to the IO- 
70 Hz seismic bandwidth. 

2. A low-frequency model is created; this is an interpreti\‘e 
process utilizing seismic horizons and interval velocity infor- 
mation from control wells to produce a O-5 Hz curve at each 
seismic trace location. 

3. The two components are added together to form com- 
posite trxxs. 

The objective of seismic inversion is to display a section 
in velocity and depth, rather than amplitude and time. This is 
achieved by combining the acoustic impedance information 
from the seismic with velocity information from wells. or 
stacking velocities, or other sources. The inverted Section 
consists of a series of velocity layers and interfaces. 

The effects of density can be ignored by assuming that 
Gardner’s linear relationship between velocity and acoustic 
impedance holds (Gardner et al., 1974). With this simplifying 
assumption, the inverted trace then represents an approxima- 
tion of the velocity contrast at the rock interfaces. 

In the case of a simple interface between two layers, let 
AV represent the velocity contrast and V reprcscnt the aver- 
age velocity at the interfacc (Figure 7). 

AV = V,,, - V; (11 

j7= “!,I + “; 
2 (2) 

The composite trace is assembled by combining AV with 
v (Figure 7). 

The velocity contrast component AV is calculated by 
inverting the seismic data. It will be sub,ject to estimation 
errors caused by limited bandwidth (IO-70 Hz), by seismic 
noise, and by assuming a linear relationship between velocity 
and acoustic impedance. These errors may effect the accu- 
racy of lithology and porosity determination but should not 
effect the depth solution. The error caused by assuming lin- 
earity will be more significant in an evaporitc sequence, 
where the crystalline structure alters the normal compres- 
sional relationship between density and velocity which exists 
in elastic rocks. 

The formation deaths are determined by the average 
velocity component V which comes from the low-frequency 

Fig. 7. The composite trace is assembled by combining AV and V 
(equations 1, *). 

velocity model (O-5 HI). The 10.70 HL component from the 
seismic inversion has :I zero mean. so it should not effect the 
wetall length of the inverted trace. However, the comhina~ 
tion of frequencies typically missing in the S-IO Hz range. 
and error-s introduced by the linearity assumption, may cause 
a cyclical error in the thickness OS major isopachs. The 
resulting error in formation depths can bc corrected hy 
ad,iusting the lowfrcqucncy model. 

The lowfrequcncy component provides gross lithologic 
information, ftx example. where a thick elastic xquence 
fradcs to ii higher velocity carhorutc xqoence. The inverted 
seismic comp,mcnt provides the detail: shalt versus sand: 
salt versus anhydl-itc laycrs. The completed t~‘accs we dis- 
played in depth and transit time, just like a wnic log. The 
inverted seismic section is colour-ed: the lower vclocitics are 
coloured yellow and ornngc. with higher velocities coloured 
blue and grey (Figures X and I I) 

RESEK~OIK CI~AHA(‘IXKIL\~I.ION Sruov Rwt:t.Ts - 
Zecrts’rl;tx FOKMTION 

OK of the ke) revelations 01‘ the study was the mixorrc- 
lation of the 72 seismic rellector with the top of the K-7 
main dolomite in the Kargowa-7 well. Figure X shows the 
seismic inYersior display of line TIN1 front the K-7 well 
southeast towards the Wilcre-4 well. 

Creating the inverted section requires a detailed correla- 
tion between seismic and well logs. This procedure led to the 
detection OS the correlation error. The \onic log fl-om 
Kargowa-7 is shown in Figure 8. filter-ed to the same SIC- 
quency content as the inverted seismic section. Correlation 
of the major units is euidcnt; howeve-. note that the top of 
the high-velocity unit does not correlate with the top or the 
reservoir as originally interprctcd. The top of the Imain 
dolomite in the K-7 well reservoir is seen to occur approxi- 
mntcly 40 m above the Z2 seismic reflector. 

Miscorrclation occurred hecausc the upper part of the 
main dolomite exhibits extremely high porosity at Kargowa- 
7 compared with the Wilwe Field and the \un-ounding area. 
Average porosity in the unit in the Kargoua7 well is over 
I I%. as compared with 4% in the Wilcx Field wells. The 
22 seismic reflector is continuous. hut originates from the 
base of the best reservoir in K-7 (the upper dolomite unit) 
rather than from the top of the main dolomite. The transition 
can he seen by following the Z? seismic reflector along the 
conventional seismic section; shown in Figure 4. 

The inverted seismic display of line TO50 shows several 
feuturcs of interest (Figure 8). The Kargow~7 upper main 
dolomite reservoir appears to cxtcnd towards the Wilczc 
Field. The porous dolomite grades laterally into a lower 
velocity facies. which is interprctcd to he salt. The salt is 
identified within the middle part of the 23 unit in the 
Kargowa~7 well. Some debate remains as to the validity of a 
depositional model which has salt both above and helow 
dolomite. It is pwsihle that the lower velocity below the 
upper main dolomite relates to hifhcr porosity dolomite. 
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SEISLOG TIE TO WELL K-7 

FigI 8. S~iSiog tie to well K-7. Zi and 23 ties from well to Seislog display of seismic are obvious. Z2 geologic marker (top of K-7 upper main dolomite) 
IS dnxrMuous and shallower than the seismic Z2 reflector, 

rather than salt. The response may indicate salt, or it may he 
an erroneously low velocity caused by assuming tt Iinca 

relationship between velocity and acoushc impedance. 
One of the study ohjcctixs was to identify the separation 

berwccn the dolomite and anhydrite fttcics \\i,hin the %I to Z2 
interval. I, is wident from the invcrtcd seismic display of line 
TOSO that thcsc Ibcies are too similar in auustic impedance to 
he reliably distinguished seismic;dly. We also found that the 
very thin Rotlicgendss sandstone units could not he directly 
detected seismically. However. it was possthlc to obtain ,,sclul 
structural information from the seismic inwrsion results. 

The inverted seismic sections made it possible to intcrprc, 
the arcal distribution of the complex stratigrephy of the Imain 
dolomite unit. Once the complexity was understood. it was 
possihlc to identify the same features on the conwntional 
seismic sections. 

It is entrcmcly difficult to produce accurae depth s,ruc,ur~,l 
maps from the conventional seismic displays. The rapidly 
changing lithology creates rapid chan~cs in depth conversion 
velocily functions. On the other hand, these chanfss can he 
very easily incorporated into inverted seismic display prcpa- 
ration Displaying seismic traces as pscudc sonic logs makes 
litholofy chanfc ohscrvahle and therefore hclievahlc. 
Displayin:: the composite traces in depth rather than time 
o~crcomcs the “w&city distortions” and incrcaxs the XCLI- 
racy of the reserwir depth structure map”. The depth ‘itructure 
map shown in Figure Y was created hy interprctin~ horiaxlh 
on the inverted seismic depth displays. The depth map show\ 

a rcduccd s,ruc,ul.al separation between the Kar~ow and 
Wilczc Fields and a lack of structttml closure of the Wilczc 
Field to the wuth. 

It appear” that a halo of salt and low-vclxity dolomite 
exists on the flanks of the Wilcze Field, which contrihutcs to 
the apparent time closure. Unfnrtunately. this halo crcatcd 
ttmc low on the conventii~nal seismic time maps which dis- 
coura~ed strpout drillin:: 1~ the nor,hwc\,, in what is possibly 
the best developed rcscrwir in the arca. Althoufih the avail- 
able grid 01 seismic data is no, continw~~s, wc intcrprc, a p,,s- 
sible extension of the upper main dolomite reservoir unir on 
lines TI 2 I. Tl22 and TI 21. A depth structure map showing 
the interpreted reservoir distribution is shown in Figure IO. 
Fi~urc I I shows the inverted seismic line Tl21, which illuh- 
tratcs the possible extension of the upper tmain dolomite rcsw 
war above the Iaver main dolomite rcscrwir on the north 
Ilank of the Wilcx Field. The upper unit qpwrs to he strati- 
graphically separated from the Iowcr unit by 3 silt layer. 

The interpreted distribution of the upper racrvoir raises 
qocstions about the separation of the two ficldh. The 

Kar~owa and Wiluc Ficl& have identical gas composition 
and only 6 m diffcrencc in their intcrprctcd &water contact 
levels. Wilcrc-4 was the only Wilczr Field well which 

cncountcred &rater and it appears that i15 lower main 
dolw~~itc rcscrwir may he isolated rtratifraphically from the 
other wells in the field It was rec~~nmendcd that intcrlcrcnce 
tests he performed once the wcII\ are on production to cw- 
firm whether the rewvoirs arc scpw~tcd. 
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Fig. 9. Revised structure: Zechstein lower main dolomite (22”). Fig. 10. Remed depth structure and areal distribution of the upper 
main dolomite leSeNOir. 
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SEISMIC ~NYERSI~N INTERPRETATION REX!LTS - 
Ro~~.w.cewn~s FORMATION 

The study showed that the Kotliegendes reservoir is gener- 
ally not thick enough to bc dctcctcd seismically. However3 
correcting for the velocity anomalies created by the rapid 
facies changes in the overlying Zechstein Formation has sin- 
plified the structural interpretation of the Rotliegendes 
Formation. The Rotliegendes Formation is shown to have 
very limited structural closure and appears open to the south 
and cast of the Wilcze Field wells (Figure 12). 

FAULTING 

Most of the originally interpreted faults were eliminated 
from the structural interpretation once the Zechstein veloci- 
ties were properly corrected. Two intcrprctcd faults remain 
near the southeast end of line TO50. There was very limited 
data available for study in that arca, so the lault orientation 
has not yet been confirmed by comparison with rbe sur- 
rounding lines. However, as drawn. it is consistent with 
major regional structural elements 

1 IL’ -*Km 4 //I’ / I 
Fig. 12. Revised depth structure and possible field extension of the 
Rotliegendes sandstone reservoir (ZI ‘Lo). 

In conclusion. the rcscrvoir charactcriration study 
helped to better delineate lhe Wilcze Gas Field by identify- 
ing rapid lateral velocity changes originating from facics 
changes within the main dolomite interval. This simplified 
the slructurill interpretation of both xvxvoirs in the fields 
while complicating the stratigraphic interpretation 01 the 
Zcchstcin dolomite ~reservoir. The stratigraphic intcrprcta- 
tion proposes that the seismic S~IUXUIXI closure originally 
mapped in the Wilcze Field is largely due to local lateral 
termmation of the upper main dolomite unit against the 
enclosing salt. 

The main dolomite and Rotliegendes reservoirs are intcr- 
preted to extend well beyond the study area and a possible 
extension of the Kargowa Field was also identified. It hx 
heen indicated that the study will he rxtendcd prior to Surthcr 
drilling. 

The original objectives included determining the field lim- 
its and estimating the reserves in place. The results indicate 
that both reserwirs could extend southward beyond the limits 
of the study area so neither the field limits nor the ~CSIXYCS 
could he determined. Several new wcas with good potential 
for rcscrvoir development were identified and should he con- 
sidered in greater detail prior to further drilling. 

In conclusion, the seismic inversion made it possihlc to 
inlerpret the complcn areal distribution of lithologies within 
the Zechstein interval. Correctly interpreting those facie\ 
simplified the structural intrrprctation of both the Zechstein 
and the underlying Rotliegcndcs reservoirs. 
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